
PUBLISH THE PLIGHT OF THE ISRAELI REFUSENIKS
  Please help these Israeli refuseniks who are being punished for 
  refusing to serve the Zionist war machine -- a part of the globalist 
  dictators' global-nuclear-holocaust-war-with-Iran machine. 
  We must campaign against the globalists' strong push for an attack 
  upon Iran, otherwise you and I and our families will very possibly 
  be incinerated in Russia's promised nuclear retaliation, or we will 
  die slowly of leukemia. In the best scenario, this planet will be 
  made uninhabitable by the "crazies" who now intend to descend 
  into their underground cities, from which they intend to ascend, 
  neutralize the radioactivity in one sector of the Globe, and, from 
  that point, set up their One-World Dictatorship with *absolutely* 
  no opposition from the battered, bloodied and dying citizens of 
  the World.           John DiNardo

 "The USA (corporations and military) does not want peace in Israel 
  says Bibi’s {Netanyahu's} nephew {Jonathan Ben-Artzi}. 
    The integration of American and Israeli military and technological 
    systems, the enforcement of the status quo in Israel, the rules and 
    walls separating Jews and Arabs — these are not news. We post 
    this take on these features of the US/Israel alliance because it 
    comes from Netanyahu’s refusenik nephew who went to prison for 
    his beliefs before going to study in the USA. He is now at Cambridge 
    University, UK."
http://jfjfp.com/?tag=refuseniks

 "Gaza is a place, in the words of Jonathan Ben Artzi, an Israeli student, 
  draft resister and nephew of Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu, ' where 
   Israel is collectively punishing more than 1.5 million Palestinians by 
   sealing them off in the largest open-air prison on earth. ' ”
http://markbraverman.org/2014/08/footnotes-in-gaza-the-power-of-memory/

    http://democracynow.org   March 2, 2015
  NOAM CHOMSKY:
"For both Prime Minister Netanyahu and the hawks in Congress, 
mostly Republican, the primary goal is to undermine any potential 
negotiation that might settle whatever issue there is with Iran," 
says Noam Chomsky, institute professor emeritus at Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. "They have a common interest in ensuring 
there is no regional force that can serve as any kind of deterrent to 
Israeli and U.S. violence, the major violence in the region." 
Chomsky also responds to recent revelations that in 2012 the Israeli 
spy agency, Mossad, contradicted Netanyahu's own dire warnings 
about Iran's ability to produce a nuclear bomb, concluding that Iran 
was "not performing the activity necessary to produce weapons." 

         John DiNardo: 
  Noam Chomsky also stated that he believes the CIA report, that if 
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Iran has nuclear bombs, which they do not know, Iran would only use 
them as a defensive deterrent, since any possible Iranian nuclear 
capability would be extremely inferior to that of USrael [my term], 
and hence, Iran would be incinerated or toasted by USrael's nuclear 
and Directed-Energy weapons if they would ever dare to attack.

  Now, this is what Alex Jones stated a couple of days ago:
    "Iran does have nuclear weapons!"  

. . . and he said it emphatically; so, by omitting the fact that Iran 
does not have a missile delivery system, and by omitting the fact 
that USrael's own intelligence agencies, CIA and Mossad, both state 
that Iran is not a nuclear threat, Alex Jones is floating the false 
impression that, yes, Iran is a nuclear threat, and that therefore, 
Netanyahu's charge of weapons of mass destruction IS correct. 
  That is surely the inference he is making -- and that is a 
dangerous notion to promote, because it tends to relax and weaken 
the resolve of his many concerned listeners, worldwide, who need 
to be campaigning against the growing ominous possibility, advanced  
by Netanyahu himself, that Israel may Nuclear-Holocaust all of 
humankind. This interpretation of the Zionist rulers' "Samson Option" 
is not hyperbolic, but is accurate.  
 
  Thank you, @RealAlexJones, for not helping to prevent the 
  nuclear incineration of all of us. 

Look up "The Samson Option," which is the stated policy of the 
Zionazis who hold absolute rule over both the people's Knesset of 
Israel and over the the people's Congress of the United States of 
America. Since these elite rulers hold supreme power over both the 
United States and Israel (which comprise the supreme power duo 
that overhangs the heads of the entire human race) these patently 
nuke-happy maniacs are making you and me and our children 
vulnerable to death by nuclear incineration!   

  Thank you again, @RealAlexJones.

  CITIZENS! TELL @RealAlexJones TO EXPOSE THE NUCLEAR WAR-
  MONGERS, ABOUT WHOM HE CANNOT SPEAK!

  I'm disappointed with Alex's failure to identify these Zionists, the 
prime culprits in the global war machine who are making the U.S. 
Congress complicitous in the wholesale slaughter of a half-million 
Iraqi civilians, a third-million Syrian civilians, tens of thousands of 
Afghan civilians, thousands of Pakistani civilians, many thousands of 
Palestinian civilians, and who, at this time, are threatening to topple 
Samson's pillars and bring down the nuclear roof that overhangs the 
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heads of the entire human race!
  Why would they want to destroy humankind? Because they, the 
ruling elite, are obeying Satan. They have prepared underground 
cities in which they think that they will survive. So, Alex is subduing 
the ire and the fire of his concerned listeners at a moment in history 
when we need all the resolve we can get from the public to establish 
an opposition front against the Zionazis' planned nuclear war -- a 
holocaust in which 
  JEWS IN ISRAEL WILL BE INCINERATED, ALONG WITH JEWS IN THE 
  UNITED STATES, ALONG WITH EVERY HUMAN BEING. I AM NOT 
  SINGLING OUT JEWS FOR SYMPATHY, BUT TO ISSUE THE ALERT 
  THAT JEWS *MUST* OPPOSE SATANYAHU OR RISK A HOLOCAUST 
  OF ALL OF HUMANKIND !
  Moreover, Alex is shifting all the blame onto the minor culprit, Saudi 
Arabia. Do you think that he is being threatened into silence?  I know 
that such intimidation is what Zionazis do.  

READ MY ACCOUNT [below] OF TESTIMONY REGARDING THE PLANNED 
NUCLEAR WAR AND THE ELITE's UNDERGROUND SURVIVAL CITIES.

THANK YOU, JOYCE RILEY AND KEN O'KEEFE FOR REPORTING TRUTH!
       
       John DiNardo

-- -- --
On Tue, Jan 27, 2015 at 6:36 PM, <jadinardo@optonline.net> wrote:
 
   Alex Jones's information and analysis is usually accurate and 
 insightful. However, today he stated that he does not believe that 
 the global ruling elite want nuclear war, although he knows they 
 are risking nuclear war by their reckless actions.
   Now, to say that they do not want nuclear war is a dangerous
 notion to instill in the minds of his listeners, who constitute the
 minority, on whose shoulders rests the fate of humanity's freedom.
 It is a dangerous assumption to teach, not only because it is false,
 but because it tends to relax and soften the resolve of this small
 minority of listeners, worldwide, whose common sense tells them
 that Alex is right. After all, why would the diabolical ruling elite 
 want to incinerate themselves in a global nuclear inferno? After I 
 give you the answers, you ought to become energized to make 
 the prevention of nuclear war your highest priority, because your 
 life and the lives of seven billion human beings are in grave peril.

  Reasons Why the Ruling Elite are Aiming to Provoke a Nuclear 
     Holocaust:

 1) They plan to descend into their trillion dollar underground 
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 cities, revealed in videos from Jesse Ventura [linked at the very 
 end of this report] wherein they will be safe from their planned 
 fiery nuclear holocaust on the surface, miles above their heads.

 2) The "Grand Sovereign Commander of the Ancient and Accepted
 Scottish Rite of Freemasonry," [Freemasons are the Ruling Elite] 
 Albert Pike and Giuseppe Mazzini, in 1871, vowed to foment three 
 world wars, the last of which is to usher in Satan, their god, as the 
 ruler of all humankind. Regardless of whether or not you believe 
 that Satan exists -- they do!  Albert Pike has stated, in his landmark 
 book, MORALS AND DOGMA, that he and all Freemasons obey and 
 actually worship Satan as their god.
   Their plan has unfolded with prophetic precision thus far. Over a 
 century ago, Kissinger-like Zionist power brokers Martin Buber and 
 Chaim Weizmann plotted the Nazi Holocaust, an assertion for which 
 evidence comes from Jewish scholars; it is a subject which I will 
 detail on another day. Why would Zionists plan the Nazi Holocaust? 
 Because it would give them their planned State of Israel, their desired 
 irritant, their needed bur in their riding saddle to agitate that driven 
 horse, the surrounding Arab nations. The strategy of these Freemason 
 Zionists was to persistently, over decades, provoke the Arab nations 
 and to incite requited Arab hatred against the unwitting Israeli people, 
 who were to be government-indoctrinated with hatred, in order to 
 make hatred a reciprocal inflammatory emotion between Arab and 
 Jew, to simmer the brew. Thus, like the Zionist-brainwashed 
 American people, the brainwashed Israeli people were to be the 
 Zionist conspirators' pawns in their grand chess game for world 
 domination under their planned One-World Tyranny, a dictatorship 
 intended to crush both Arab and Jew -- and Gentile, all of humanity's 
 post-nuclear-holocaust remnant. Relatedly, Texe Marrs 
 http://powerofprophecy.com  
 published a photograph of Israel's Prime Minister, Ehud Barak giving 
 the Masonic handshake of brotherhood to an Arab, the King of Jordan. 
 So, when the nuclear holocaust occurs, those two blood brothers will 
 be hiding underground. 
   The plan was, and ostensibly is, to commit decades of atrocities 
 against the Palestinian people, and now, against the Iraqi people 
 [read the works of the great Jewish humanitarian, Moshe Menuhin, 
 wherein he quotes the 1960s declaration by the Chief Rabbi of Israel: 
   "Greater Israel is to extend all the way to Baghdad."] 
 . . . to commit atrocities against the Syrian people, the Libyan people, 
 etc., and to destabilize their national governments so as to make the 
 ultimate Third World War inevitable. Do you see, then, why, for 
 decades, the Elite [e.g. Zionist Armand Hammer]  have aided Russia 
 and China, militarily, the staged temporary fall of Communism 
 notwithstanding? As President Franklin D. Roosevelt stated, 
    "In politics, nothing happens by accident."
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 Do you see their plot of inter-ethnic, inter-religious hatred playing 
 out today? Certainly you do, with their media's fear-mongering of 
 Muslims, although many hateful Americans do not like to find that 
 they have been conditioned and played to hate by the Elite's media. 
   Again, I ask you to ponder "The Samson Option," which is the 
 crazed Zionists' staunch *policy* to fire off their (perhaps a thousand) 
 nuclear missiles if they feel threatened. Do they feel threatened?  
 Yes, they feel threatened, because these Zionist US-Neo-Con "crazies," 
 as Colin Powell (a man in-the-know) called them, have been striving 
 diligently for decades to *be* threatened, by provoking the Arab 
 nations, and now, by forcing Russia to nuke USrael after Netanyahu 
 determinedly attacks Iran, Russia's committed ally. 
   So you see, the Zionists planned the Nazi Holocaust, and even 
 collaborated with Adolph Hitler in the extermination program against 
 the Jews of Europe -- all so that they could so terrorize the Jewish 
 masses that the Jewish masses would flee into the protective arms 
 of the self-appointed leaders of Israel, Zionist death merchants like 
 Ariel Sharon and Benyamin Netanyahu. That is what Sharon's bloody 
 Sabra and Shatila Massacres were all about. That is what Sharon's 
 attack upon 19 Jews on a Jerusalem bus was all about. That is what 
 Netanyahu's multiple Gaza genocides were all about. That is what 
 Netanyahu's [video-documented] fake Paris shootings was all about. 
 That is what Netanyahu's Copenhagen shootings of Jews was all about. 
 That is what Netanyahu's fake Jerusalem Synagogue blood-fest was all 
 about [the videos exist, displaying all that fake blood, just as in the 
 FBI/CIA's fake Boston Marathon Bombing]. That is what Netanyahu's 
 murders of the three Jewish teenagers was all about. 
   So, Israel is the Ruling Elite's burr in the saddle of the Middle East! 
 This provoked upcoming nuclear Iran holocaust is all part of the chief 
 plan, the grand plan, to merge all nations into a One-World Dictatorship. 
 To do so, They have to so bloody the peoples of the World that all  
 masses will consent to a global government in order to prevent more 
 wars of annihilation. 
  Do you see, the same rationale being foisted upon us? . . . the 
 rationale that, because they inflict mass slaughter upon the Jews of the 
 Holocaust, then the Jews will cling to them for protection. And because 
 they are about to inflict nuclear holocaust upon us, the masses of the 
 World, then we will cling for protection to their pseudo-peaceful One-
 World Tyranny, headquartered in Jerusalem. 
   Yes, they even have their World capital all staked out in Jerusalem. 
 Look for the Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem to be blown up by the 
 Zionazis as yet another false flag attack to seemingly justify their 
 desired war against Arab nations. You know of the old and infamous 
 "Hegelian Dialectic": 
      First Create the Problem;
        Then Demonstrate the Problem; 
          Then Provide the Solution to the Problem Which the Masses 
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              Would Not Otherwise Accept.
 Their planned solution to the problem of nuclear-warring nation states 
 will be based upon their new principle, which they have waiting in 
 the wings -- their principle that:
   independent national sovereignty only breeds war, and that man's 
   advanced weaponry now makes World Wars fratricidal to the
   entire human race. 
 Now, Alex Jones, you can see why the Global Ruling Elite are striving, 
 at this moment, for nuclear war.
 
 3) Susan Arrigo, M.D. was a C.I.A. operative who spoke to a journalist 
 friend about six years ago. This friend told me that Susan Arrigo told
 her that she had been in Iran assigned to false flag terror operations, 
 and I assume that this was all a part of the plan at that time to provoke 
 Iran to attack Israel or the U.S., so that McCain, Cheney, the Neo-Cons
 (Perle, Wolfowitz, Kristol, et al) could have their "Bomb-Bomb-Iran" 
 party. You recall their Iran war fervor at the time.  
   Dr. Arrigo told my friend that the global ruling elite plan to descend 
 into their underground cities just prior to setting off the nuclear war, 
 and then to emerge some time later, and clean up the radioactive 
 contamination in one manageable sector of the Earth, which I surmise 
 will be the area around Jerusalem.
   This is where the biblically prophesied one-world Beast System's
 Antichrist will be enthroned to rule, under his god [remember Albert 
 Pike and Freemasonry's proclaimed god], Satan, but only for three 
 and a half years, as prophesied by and ordained by God the Saviour 
 in both the Book of DANIEL of the Old Testament and in the Book of 
 REVELATION of the New Testament. 
   Dr. Arrigo said that they DO have the technology to neutralize 
 radioactive contamination. I was told by someone who knows a 
 brilliant chemist in Tennessee, that Al Gore had stolen such a 
 technology from this chemist, whose name I have written down 
 somewhere. 
   Now, the fulfillment of this century-and-a-half old plot would 
 satisfy the Globalists' stated aim, inscribed in their Georgia 
 Guidestones, [Elberton, Georgia] to reduce the population of 
 humanity from seven billion rebels to one-half billion obedient 
 slaves.  So, the elite are striving for nuclear war!
   I forgot to mention that I was told that Dr. Susan Arrigo was a 
 renegade from the CIA, on the run, much like the famous CIA/ONI 
 agent, Gunther Russbacher, who flew G.H.W. Bush to Paris on a 
 supersonic SR-71 jet to clandestinely seal the agreement with Iran's  
 Ayatollah Khomeini to keep holding the U.S.hostages until after Pres. 
 Carter lost the election. Gunther Russbacher may have been killed 
 by now. Few know. I don't know the current status of Dr. Arrigo, 
 either.
   There is more evidence to give you as to why the diabolical global 
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ruling elite are trying to provoke Russia and the Arab nations into a 
 war, which they know, and we all know, will go nuclear. 
   I trust that all conscientious readers, including Alex Jones, will 
 have received enough information herein to compel them to direct 
 their energies toward preventing this global nuclear holocaust, which 
 these crazy nuclear arsonists are desperately trying to ignite. 
   Oh . . . I forgot to mention . . . why are they so hasty in trying to 
 ignite this nuclear holocaust? Because they know that a dwarf star, 
 estimated by N.A.S.A. (decades ago) to be larger than Jupiter, is 
 being gravitationally drawn toward the Sun by our Sun's great 
 gravitationally pulling force field. As this dwarf star and its gang of 
 thousands of gravitationally captured comets, asteroids, and meteors 
 passes by Earth, toward its gravitational rendezvous with our Sun, 
 Earth's own gravitational force field will start sucking in many of 
 these objects. 
   It is all foretold in the Book of REVELATION by God the Saviour.  
 Just as my testimony emanates from the supernatural truth of the 
 Bible, the Ruling Elite's sinister plot for global nuclear holocaust 
 emanates from their proclaimed Masonic belief that Satan is their god. 
 So, the elite know all this, about this incoming celestial wrecking ball. 
 That is the main reason why they built their tax-funded trillion dollar 
 underground cities, which you are about to see when you click on the 
 link below. 
   And so, the Masonic Global Ruling Elite are quite hastily trying to 
 ignite nuclear war -- because: 
  "Wo Unto the Inhabitors of the Earth and the Sea, for the Devil 
   has Come {will come} Down Unto You Having Great Wrath 
   [indeed we see Satan's wrath now], For He Knows That He Has 
   But a Short Time" 
                    [before God's wrecking ball appears in the skies]  
          The Book of REVELATION, Chapter 12 
 
 Catastrophic celestial, geological, and meteorological events are 
 already occurring as a consequence of the gravitational and magnetic 
 excitations from this dwarf star and its surrounding system of 
 gravitationally captured objects: epic earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, 
 wind storms, floods, droughts, meteor strikes, etc. 
 And so, the diabolical Masonic Global Ruling Elite are feverish and 
 desperate to ignite their nuclear holocaust -- because they have to 
 get their butts underground before the inevitable meteor impacts. 
   Also, Nostradamus -- he was not a Christian, but many non-Christians 
 have been psychics . . . he wrote, in quatrains, that:
  "The King of Terror Will Appear in the Sky Before and After War Rules." 
 So, perhaps we will see this glowing object in the sky just before they 
 kick off their nuclear war. 
        John DiNardo
 JESSE VENTURA REVEALS THE ELITE's SECRET UNDERGROUND CITIES:
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